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IN THE NAME OF MY FATHER
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Iranian Monarchist Warned the West about Diabolic Agenda of Islamist
On October 20th, 2006 Mark STEYN from Macleans magazine published an article from
a book “America Alone”. STEYN wanted to give a wake-up call to the Western nations
that there was an ever growing threat from Muslim who were residing in the West, and at
some point in future that the Muslim would dominate the Western nations due to lack of
low fertility rate among non-Muslim while there was high birthrate among the Muslim.
The Macleans magazine reported that one imam/leader in Norway asserted that “we're the
ones who will change you,” the Norwegian imam Mullah Krekar told the Oslo newspaper
Dagbladet in 2006. “Just look at the development within Europe, where the number of
Muslims is expanding like mosquitoes. Every Western woman in the EU is producing an
average of 1.4 children. Every Muslim woman in the same countries is producing 3.5
children.” As he summed it up: “Our way of thinking will prove more powerful than
yours.”1 Also, Mark STEYN made an indirect remark that, as long as, the Western values
were undermined by the Muslim like “in London, a judge agreed to the removal of Jews
and Hindus from a trial jury because the Muslim defendant's counsel argued he couldn't
get a fair verdict from them. The Church of England is considering removing St. George
as the country's patron saint on the grounds that, according to various Anglican clergy,
he's too “militaristic” and “offensive to Muslims.” They wish to replace him with St.
Alban, and replace St. George's cross on the revamped Union Flag, which would instead
show St. Alban's cross as a thin yellow streak.
In a few years, as millions of Muslim teenagers are entering their voting booths, some
European countries will not be living formally under sharia, but -- as much as parts of
Nigeria, they will have reached an accommodation with their radicalized Islamic
compatriots, who like many intolerant types are expert at exploiting the “tolerance” of
pluralist societies. In other Continental countries, things are likely to play out in more
traditional fashion, though without a significantly different ending. Wherever one's
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sympathies lie on Islam's multiple battle fronts the fact is the jihad has held out a long
time against very tough enemies. If you're not shy about taking on the Israelis and
Russians, why wouldn't you fancy your chances against the Belgians and Spaniards?”2
Quite frankly, the above highlights of Mark STEYN was no news for Iranian monarchist,
and Iranian monarchist has been informing the Western nations about Islamic
fundamentalist domination of the West from time the cleric regime was incepted in Iran,
and there was only one culprit to blame for which was the West itself for masterminding
of 1979 fiasco in Iran and causing disorder in Iran during reign of His Majesty, Light of
Aryan, King of Kings Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI I.
In March 1974 His Majesty stated that oil was a scarce commodity and would not be wise
just to burn oil as a sole source of generating electricity or other means, it should be used
wisely. His Majesty believed “petroleum is a noble material, much too valuable to
burn.”3His Majesty decided to limit supply of oil and encouraging the Western nations to
seek alternative source of energy. However, the Western nations did not share His vision,
and the Western nations engineered His removal from Iran when former US President
Jimmy CARTER began to outcry that there was human rights violation which did not
have any kind of merit and it was meant to generate social disorder in Iran, and there was
ancient fox of England which relied on BBC to spread propaganda in Iran that how His
Majesty was plundering Iran’s wealth and there was no rest on wicked. France decided to
provide a nest for Khomeini HENDI in Neauphle-le-Château. There were other culprits
to take blame which was beyond scope of this paper.
Khomeini would have the BBC mike and was creating distraught in Iran while Iranian
Imperial Armed Forces were instructed by head of state not to use force, and public were
becoming more defiance in their outlaw activities in Iran. Eventually, His Majesty left
Iran in order to stop blood shed. The US got a good deal out of 1979 fiasco in Iran, price
of oil collapsed from $37.00 US per barrel to $8.00 US per barrel, and Iran no longer was
purchasing military arsenal at market value. Iran was buying arsenal at black market
value which turned out the US was selling arsenal to the cleric regime directly at high
price. The US and other Western nations were enjoying their conquest in Iran, and
Khomeini HENDI once a while was appearing on television and was saying that he
would export his revolution to the Western nations and doom days has begun in the
Western nations. The Western nations did not take Khomeini’s threat seriously. However,
the monarchist did, and at every occasion the monarchist would warn the West about
epidemic of Islam as a threat to the West. The West decided to ignore the monarchist
advice and focus on good times which was short lived.
Still, to this very day, the Western nations have decided to flirt with the establishment in
Iran. Just to illustrate the above point, it would be Canada as a prime example which was
making backroom hug and kisses with the establishment in Iran. The cleric regime has an
office in Canada which was called Iran Canada Business Council; this council was acting
as a liaison office between the cleric regime in Iran and Canada. On the surface, the
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above council was making business trade between Iran and Canada. However, Iran
Canada Business Council was used as a networking ground between Iran and Canada.
The above council has municipal, provincial and federal politicians on their payroll, and
was controlling Canadian politics. For example, Mayor of Toronto David MILLER was
receiving a campaign contribution from Ahmad Reza TABRIZI, who was an element of
the cleric regime in Canada. Obviously, TABRIZI was influencing local politics for
benefit of the cleric regime. Furthermore, Mullah Rafsanjani was well known
international terrorist owned 49% of HWY 407 in Ontario which was contrary to section
83.03 Criminal Code of Canada, and how many journalist investigated above variables
and reflect light on the situations? No one, everyone decided to be silent and not losing
her/his position in the major media outlet.
The Canadian media was controlled by the cleric regime, just a case to point, at every
opportunity, the National Post was raising profile of Shirin EBADI that she was a
mouthpiece of the cleric regime in the West by publishing articles about her as a
champion of human rights, and this was a champion who lived in Canada for three
consecutive years and earned her Canadian citizenship and was not speaking English at
all! Who was she defending for past three years in Iran? Also, she was ushered from one
university to another university and doctoral was given to her as if doctoral would go out
of fashion very soon.
All in all, the Western nations needed to accept the very basic fact that they made a huge
mistake for causing 1979 fiasco in Iran, and today’s reality was never would happen, and
9/11 would not happen if the West did not mastermind removal of His Majesty from Iran,
and to make the matter worst, the Western nations decided to flirt with the element of the
cleric regime in their own countries, and when the monarchist informed the Western
nations not to associate with the cleric regime of Iran, the Western politicians were
blinded with campaign contribution, and forgot their duty to their own countries. Now,
the West was going to enjoy fruit of their wicked acts, and there was no chance to revert
the situation because still the West was sleeping in beauty.
Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran
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